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TIME
10.00 - 10.10
10.10 - 11.40

Acknowledgement of Country
Welcome
Session 1:
Neil Ramsey (University of New South Wales) Remembering Waterloo:
War, History and Poetry
Louise D’Arcens (University of Wollongong) St Francis and Colonial Pacificism: The
Case of George Arnold Wood
Andrew Lynch (The University of Western Australia) Australia on Crusade: Our
Medieval Great War

11.40 - 12.00
12.00 - 1.00

MORNING BREAK
Session 2:
Megan Cassidy-Welch (Monash University) Long Histories, Long
Memories: War and Remembrance in the Middle Ages
Jane Lydon (UWA) Images of Frontier Violence

1.00 - 2.00
2.00 - 3.30

LUNCH. Invitation to view Edward de Courcy Clarke exhibition
Session 3:
Jo Hawkins (UWA) Consuming Emotion: How the Anzac Industry Commodified
Grief and Trauma
Claire Greer (UWA) The Topography of Emotion in a Landscape of Loss
Davina French (UWA) “Deranged Diggers” and
“Mental Heroes”: Emotional Responses to the Treatment of Mentally Ill Ex-servicemen in Post-WW1 Perth

3.30 - 3.50
3.50 - 5.00

AFTERNOON TEA
Panel and discussion:”What has WW1 meant for Australia - then and since?”
CHAIR: Jenny Gregory (UWA)
PANEL: Joy Damousi (The University of Melbourne), Mark Edele (UWA), Bob White
(UWA)

5.00 - 6.00

RECEPTION

6.00

FRED ALEXANDER PUBLIC LECTURE: Joy Damousi (The University of Melbourne),
Hell Sounds, Birdsongs and Zeppelins: Emotions, Memory and the Soundscape of
the Great War at the Webb Lecture Theatre, G.21, Geography and Geology
Building, UWA
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Session 1:
Neil Ramsey
REMEMBERING WATERLOO:
WAR, HISTORY AND POETRY
Why was there no epic of Waterloo? While it is a
truism of literary history that epic declined with
the rise of the novel during the 18th century, there
was a curiously heightened sense of poetic failure
in the aftermath of Waterloo. As Philip Shaw has
shown, writers struggled to respond to what was
viewed as the profound sublimity of the battle.
Contemporaries joked that Sir Walter Scott was
the last victim of the battle, while Thomas
Macaulay wrote his mock Homeric epic
Wellingtoniad to lampoon the very idea of writing
in epic poetry about a modern battle. In order to
confront this dual sense of Waterloo as sublime
and yet resistant to poetry, I turn to a series of
lectures on poetry by James Montgomery written
in the 1830s. Writing a very early post-Romantic
effort to conceptualise a distinctly Romantic era
literature, Montgomery proposed that there
exists a fundamental connection between poetry
and war. Notably, however, he views this
relationship as a form of Wordsworthian poetics
that is inherent to war itself, that war rendered
ordinary life visionary. Waterloo embodies this
sublime poetics of war because of the way that
it exemplified and condensed an entire historical
age into the space of a few hours. What
Montgomery suggests, in other words, is that the
battle could not be described in epic poetry
because its epic form was only revealed through
history and was, therefore, dependent upon the
facts of historical prose.
NEIL RAMSEY is a Lecturer in English Literature
at the University of New South Wales, Canberra.
His current book manuscript, Vital War: Writing,
Romanticism and the British Military
Enlightenment, 1766-1839, examines the
formative role played by Romantic period military
writing in the development of a modern culture of
war. He has published widely on the literary and
cultural responses to warfare during the 18th
century and Romantic eras. His first book, The
Military Memoir and Romantic Literary Culture,
1780-1835, was published by Ashgate in 2011.

Louise D’Arcens
ST FRANCIS AND COLONIAL PACIFISM:
THE CASE OF GEORGE ARNOLD WOOD
It is widely accepted today that modern
conceptions of medieval chivalry were vital to
the formulation of an iconography and an ethic
of British imperial military engagement. Yet the
ideological elasticity of medievalism as a
cultural discourse means that one also finds
examples where the European Middle Ages
have been invoked to offer criticisms of imperial
practice. This paper will discuss an episode in
the controversial career of Australian historian
and pacifist George Arnold Wood (1865-1928),
and in particular his public lectures on St
Francis of Assisi, arguing that they provide a
chapter in a less-considered counter-history,
where the European Middle Ages has been
brought into the service of anti-military and
anti-imperial protest. Written and first delivered
during the Boer War (1899-1902), Wood’s
interpretation of Francis’s life can be read not
only as a veiled but resolute criticism of
Australia’s involvement in this imperial conflict,
but also as a more general commentary on
imperial military engagement, and indeed the
inequities of the imperial relationship itself. It
will explore how in Wood’s hands medievalism
was detached from the British imperialist
agenda and became instead a resistant
practice.
LOUISE D’ARCENS is an Associate
Investigator (2012-2017) in the ‘Shaping the
Modern’ program of the Centre for History of
Emotions, and leader of the Centre’s
Medievalist Emotions cluster. She is a
Professor in the English Literature Program at
the University of Wollongong and an Australian
Research Council Future Fellow (2013-17). Her
PhD thesis (USyd) examined political and
literary authority in the writings of medieval
women. Since then, her research has mostly
been on medievalism. She is the author of two
book-length studies on medievalism (2011 and
2014), has edited two volumes on medievalism
(2004 and 2014) and is editor of the forthcoming
Cambridge Companion to Medievalism (2015).
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Andrew Lynch
AUSTRALIA ON CRUSADE: OUR MEDIEVAL
GREAT WAR

Session 2:
Megan Cassidy-Welch

Australians have been taught to regard our
involvement in the Great War as the foundation
of an independent national character. Yet at the
same time the war demanded that Australia make
an unprecedentedly intense emotive engagement
with distant countries and a pan-European, rather
than purely Anglo/Celtic, cultural history. It was
necessary as part of the war effort to mould new
public views of France and Germany, and to
manage the reception of emerging events from
Ireland to Turkey. Within this process, both
traditional attachments to the British Empire and
emerging ideologies of Australianness were
re-located within a broad field of imaginative
reference and a wide chronological span. My
discussion will centre mainly on poetry by
Christopher Brennan (1870-1932), seen in the
context of its original publication in newspapers
and magazines from 1915 onwards. The
medievalist references of Brennan and other
writers explained a foreign war to Australians
through their delineation of natural enemies,
sacred causes, racial and cultural inheritances,
and ideas of home.

LONG HISTORIES, LONG MEMORIES: WAR
AND REMEMBRANCE IN THE MIDDLE AGES

ANDREW LYNCH is a Professor in English and
Cultural Studies at The University of Western
Australia, and Director of the Australian Research
Council Centre of Excellence for the History of
Emotions, Europe 1100-1800. His recent
publications inlude International Medievalism
and Popular Culture, edited with Louise D’Arcens
(Cambria, 2014); Understanding Emotions in Early
Europe, edited with Michael Champion (Brepols,
2015); and War and Emotions: Medieval to
Romantic Literature, edited with Stephanie
Downes and Katrina O’Loughlin (Palgrave
Macmillan, 2015).

This paper will introduce a longer historical
perspective on remembrance and
commemoration, issues that are central to
modern conversations about the aftermath
of war. In exploring how and why medieval
people remembered war, this paper seeks to
disentangle war memory from the national
paradigms that shape and claim modern
remembrance, and to show how the emotional
dimensions of war memory were present long
before the ‘memory boom’ of the 20th century.
The crusades of the 12th and 13th centuries are
the paper’s focus.
MEGAN CASSIDY-WELCH is an Associate
Professor of History at Monash University.
Her research explores the social and
cultural history of the 13th century,
particularly themes of space and memory.
She is the author of Monastic Spaces and
their Meanings: Thirteenth-century English
Cistercian Monasteries (2001) and
Imprisonment in the Medieval Religious
Imagination, c.1150-1400 (2011) and co-editor
of Practices of Gender in Late Medieval and
Early Modern Europe edited with Peter
Sherlock, 2008 and Crusades and Memory
edited with Anne E. Lester, 2014. Megan’s
current work is concerned with memory and
war. Her forthcoming monograph,
Remembrance Projects: War Memory and the
Crusades, c.1215-1250, explores a pivotal
moment in the history of crusading and in the
development of thinking about war
remembrance in Europe, particularly focusing
on the Fifth Crusade and its aftermath. Another
edited collection, Remembering Crusades and
Crusaders, will be published by Routledge in
2016.
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Jane Lydon
IMAGES OF FRONTIER VIOLENCE
Challenges to the national foundation myth that
white settlement in Australia was
peculiarly peaceful and bloodless have given
rise to the widespread recognition of colonial
violence as war. However, the argument that
we should commemorate the Aboriginal fallen
within the Australian War Memorial remains
controversial - a debate grounded in divergent
views of our history and identity, and
seemingly our choice between feeling pride or
shame about our national past. As scholars
such as Sara Ahmed have argued, emotions
such as hate, fear, shame and love are cultural
practices that produce social relationships, and
shape national identity. In her book,The
Cultural Politics of Emotion (2004), Ahmed
suggests that “Shame and pride have a similar
affective role in judging the success or failure of
subjects to live up to ideals, though they make
different judgements”. Emotional
narratives govern the circulation of feeling
among subjects, and designate the “proper”
objects of our compassion. In this paper I
present preliminary research regarding
images of Australian frontier violence,
exploring their 19th century effects and their
legacies in the present. Visual images of
frontier conflict express the ambivalence of
contemporary views, and return us to their
moral uncertainties. They help us reconstruct
the terror, hate and guilt of frontier conflict and
remind us that it was indeed a war, with fallen
warriors, grieving families and fatherless
children on both sides. Visual
representations also contest the myths of
progress and nation-building that subsequently
came to frame such encounters, pointing to
continuities between past and present.

JANE LYDON is the Wesfarmers Chair in
Australian History and an Australian
Research Council Future Fellow at The
University of Western Australia. Her most
recent book The Flash of Recognition:
Photography and the emergence of
Indigenous rights (NewSouth, 2012) won
the 2013 Queensland Literary Awards’
History Book Award. She is currently
working with four European museums
(University of Oxford’s Pitt Rivers
Museum, Cambridge University Museum
of Archaeology and Anthropology, Musée
de Quai Branly in Paris and Museum
Volkenkunde in Leiden) to research their
collections of historical photographs and
return them to Aboriginal relatives.
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Session 3:
Jo Hawkins
CONSUMING EMOTION: HOW THE ANZAC
INDUSTRY COMMODIFIED GRIEF AND TRAUMA
Since the 1990s, representations of the Great
War in Australian popular culture have achieved
extraordinary commercial success. Indeed,
commodification has proved integral to the
Anzac resurgence, facilitating the
production, transmission and proliferation of war
memory to a generation who did not
experience the event for themselves. The most
popular historical representations of the Great
War have been characterised by narratives of
grief, suffering, and victimhood. As Christina
Twomey has argued, “Trauma attracted an
audience back to Anzac”. (C. Twomey, ‘Trauma
and the reinvigoration of Anzac: An argument’,
History Australia, vol. 10, no. 3, 2014). Why do
emotions have such a powerful appeal within a
consumer society? And how can we historicise
emotion when it becomes a lucrative cultural
commodity? This paper will apply Anne Rothe’s
concept of “popular trauma culture” to
better understand the Anzac resurgence within a
global context. (Rothe, Popular Trauma
Culture: Selling the Pain of Others in the Mass
Media, Piscataway, Rutgers University Press,
2011). It will trace representations of the
Gallipoli campaign and Anzac legend in
publishing, tourism and advertising to outline
why the Anzac industry is more concerned with
making consumers feel, than making them think.
JO HAWKINS is a PhD candidate at The
University of Western Australia in the
discipline of History. Her thesis, Anzac For Sale:
The Commodification of Australian
Military History, explores the ways in which the
history of the Gallipoli Campaign and Anzac
legend has been manufactured, marketed and
consumed by Australians over one hundred
years. Jo tweets and blogs about Australian
history and digital humanities at
www.historypunk.com and @History_Punk.

Claire Greer
THE TOPOGRAPHY OF EMOTION
IN A LANDSCAPE OF LOSS
As the centenary of the First World War
continues, ‘The Landscape of Loss’ project
explores a new perspective by drilling into the
experience of households across Subiaco, Perth.
By examining every available enlistment and the
subsequent outcomes, the project
investigates how the conflict changed everyday
life for individuals, families, and their
community. A pilot study researching every
household in Olive Street revealed the
still-visible topography of emotion in this
landscape of loss. At least one in every two
households was associated with an enlistment
in World War I, and one in three of those soldiers
did not return. With the passing of the generation
that held direct memories of the time, history
largely records emotions that were
chosen for public consumption; the patriotic
enthusiasm of a local recruitment song, the
anger or desperation of correspondence with
officials, the ongoing heartbreak of newspaper
memorial notices, or the concise summation of a
life on a Commonwealth War Graves headstone.
Equally important is the detail that was not
recorded, and is today heard only in the silences
around the aftermath of shattered families, shell
shock, and violence that returned from the Front.
Mapping the events provides a unique capacity to
see the emotional impact of World War I in
consolidated local detail, and questions the
extent to which those feelings have flowed
down into modern commemoration.
CLAIRE GREER was awarded a Postgraduate
scholarship in 2015 to start her PhD in History at
UWA, studying the social impact of the Great War
in Subiaco. Since 2012 she has been
investigating the stories of Western Australia’s
Great War soldiers at her blog, ‘The Road to War
and Back’, which has been archived by the
National Library of Australia as a digital resource
of national significance.
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Davina French
“DERANGED DIGGERS” AND ”MENTAL
HEROES”: EMOTIONAL RESPONSES TO THE
TREATMENT OF MENTALLY ILL
EX-SERVICEMEN IN POST-WW1 PERTH
New estimates of the price paid by the men who
served during World War I suggest that around
27,000 of them were repatriated with
lingering psychological problems. Some were so
severely disturbed that they were
hospitalised upon their return. For the men of
Western Australia this meant the Claremont
Hospital for the Insane. There followed an
orchestrated campaign in the pages of the
newspapers to rescue ex-servicemen from the
company of civilian lunatics, and to repay the
debt they were perceived to be owed. My paper
will focus upon editorials and correspondence
between 1924 and 1926. A range of emotions
were expressed and implied in this public
discourse including grief for the soldier who did
not return whole, and fear of the asylum and the
civilian lunatic. I will argue that this discourse
can best be understood by viewing the
campaigners as an emotional community. In
1926 they finally achieved their goal, the
transfer of these men to a “haven of rest”at the
new Lemnos hospital in West Subiaco. The
public discourse that preceded this move not
only expressed the community’s response to the
“deranged diggers”of Western Australia using
mutually understood emotional frames, but, I will
argue, was instrumental in driving the
development of the new hospital.

DAVINA FRENCH is currently enrolled in the
Honours program at UWA. She is interested in
20th century Australian cultural history, and the
representation of that history in the public
domain. She also holds a Bachelor of Science
and PhD in psychology, but has recently given up
regular academic commitments in
psychology to pursue her interests in history.
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PANEL AND DISCUSSION:
“What has WW1 meant for Australia then and since?”
Panelists
CHAIR: JENNY GREGORY AM FRHS Jenny Gregory is Winthrop Professor of History at The
University of Western Australia. She has published widely on
aspects of urban history and heritage. Her publications include
City of Light: a History of Perth Since the 1950s (2003) and the
edited collections Seeking Wisdom: a Centenary History of The
University of Western Australia (2013) and the Historical
Encyclopedia of Western Australia (2009). Current projects
include research into lost heritage places, their emotional
legacy and their digital representation, responses to past
water famines in Australian cities, and the impact of British
town planning on 20th century Australian cities. She is
Director of UWA’s Centre for Western Australian History, was
Head of the School of Humanities (2009-15), inaugural
President of the History Council of WA (2001-06), and President
and Chair of the National Trust of Australia (WA) (1998-2010).

JOY DAMOUSI FAHSA FASSA

Joy Damousi is Professor of History and ARC Laureate at The
University of Melbourne and is the 2015 Fred Alexander Fellow
in History at UWA, and Senior Honorary Research Fellow of the
ARC Centre for the History of Emotions. She has published on
various apsects of grief, trauma and loss during the two world
wars. Joy is general editor of a four volume World History of
Violence with Philip Dwyer (due to be published in 2017). She
contributed to the Cambridge History of the First World War
edited by Jay Winter on the theme of the mourning practices.
Her books include Living with the Aftermath: Trauma,
Nostalgia, and Grief in Postwar Australia (Cambridge 2001),
The Labour of Loss: Mourning , Memory and Wartime
Bereavement in Australia (Cambridge 1999).
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Panelists
MARK EDELE

Mark Edele is Professor of History at The University of Western
Australia and Australian Research Council Future Fellow (201519). He was trained as an historian at the Universities of
Erlangen, Tübingen, and Chicago. He is the author of Soviet
Veterans of the Second World War (OUP, 2008) and Stalinist
Society (OUP, 2011), as well as one of the editors of Totalitarian
Dictatorship: New Histories (Routledge 2013), War and Peace,
Barbarism and Civilization in Modern Europe and Its Empires
(special issue of Australian Journal of Politics and History
2012), Displaced Persons: From the Soviet Union to Australia
in the Wake of the Second World War (a special issue of History
Australia, forthcoming 2015), and The Limits of Demobilisation:
Global Perspectives on the Aftermath of the Great War (special
issue of the Journal of Contemporary History, 2015). His essays
have appeared in Slavic Review, Jahrbücher für Geschichte
Osteuropas, International Labor and Working Class History,
Russian history/Histoire russe. His latest essay, entitled,
‘Take (No) Prisoners. The Red Army and German POWs, 19411943’, will be published in The Journal of Modern History in
2016. He is currently working on two books: A study of Soviet
deserters and A history of displacement from the Soviet Union
to Australia.

BOB WHITE

Bob White is a Chief Investigator for the Australian Research
Council’s Centre of Excellence for the History of Emotions, and
Leader of the Centre’s Meanings Program. He has been an
Australian Professorial Fellow and is Winthrop Professor of
English at The University of Western Australia. Among his recent works are Pacifism in English Poetry: Minstrels of Peace
(2008) and several articles and chapters on war and literature.
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FRED ALEXANDER LECTURE
A PUBLIC LECTURE BY JOY DAMOUSI
(The University of Melbourne)
HELL SOUNDS, BIRDSONGS AND ZEPPELINS: EMOTIONS, MEMORY AND THE SOUNDSCAPE OF THE
GREAT WAR
This lecture considers the ways in which the sounds of the battlefield and the home front during the Great
War defined the memory of the war and elicited a range of emotional responses. Sound was never passive,
or static but was a powerful, inescapable and defining presence in the experience of war by both
combatants and civilians. The relentless sounds of war pierced the emotions and was associated with
distinctive memories of grief, loss and trauma. Fear, too, was a key response to the thunderous sounds of
war that created heightened anxiety. This general theme will be extended to discussing responses by
civilians to air raids and bombings, which engendered desperation and trauma, crucially through distinctive
sounds. Through an analysis of the experience of sound we can enable a broader, uncharted understanding
of a cultural history of the emotional experience of civilians and combatants, and their memories during the
Great War and beyond it.
When: 6pm
Venue: Webb Lecture Theatre, (G.21) Geography and Geology Building, UWA
Cost: Free, but RSVP required at ias.uwa.edu.au/lectures/damousi
Brought to you by The Institute of Advanced Studies, UWA
ias.uwa.edu.au
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Presented by:
ARC Centre of Excellence for the History of Emotions,
Centre for WA History, Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery through
‘UWAugust: Australians and War’, The University of Western
Australia’s ANZAC Centenary commemorations coordinated
by the Cultural Precinct, through its WINTERarts Program.
Thank you to all who assisted with this event.
historyofemotions.org.au

